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SUCCESFUL INVESTING IS
ABOUT MANAGING THE RISK,
NOT AVOINDING IT.

I NVE STO R
Q UA L I F I CAT I O N
For Accredited Investor only

TRADING STRATEGY: Swing and Day
Trading

MINIMUM
INVESTMENT
$5,000

LOCK-IN TERM

REPORTING

4 years

MANAGEMENT
FEE

PERFORMANCE
FEE

Every 6 months

1,5% / year

25% on capital
gains every 12
months

LIQUIDATION TERMS
According to CHAINWAYS General Terms and Conditions.
Withdrawal allowed after lock-in period expires.

RISK VS GAIN

Being a relatively new and largely unregulated market, investment into digital
currency and blockchain projects is classified as a risk investment. While CHAINWAYS
has a proven track record and demonstrated high capability for trading and investing
in digital currency, this is by no means a guarantee for future performance. However,
the conservative approach of keeping funds in reserve to balance out effects of a
single unsuccessful trade reduces risk significantly.

Swing Trading

Day Trading

&

Swing trading is a trading strategy that involves trying
to capture price moves that happen on a short to
medium time frame. The idea behind swing trading is
to catch market "swings" that play out over a few days
to several weeks. Swing traders primarily use technical
analysis to look for trading opportunities.
but may also utilize fundamental analysis in addition
to analyzing price trends and patterns.

Day trading is one of the most commonly used trading
strategies. Day trading is a trading strategy that
involves entering and exiting positions on the same
trading day. Since the trading happens within the
same day, this strategy may also be referred to
as intraday trading.
Day trading involves speculating on the price of assets,
such as stocks, forex or cryptos, within a single trading
day. Traders open and close multiple positions in a
session to generate profits from short-term market
movements. Importantly, no positions are held
overnight.

There are two swings that investors generally look out
for:
• Swing highs – When the market peaks before
pulling back, providing an opportunity for a short
trade
• Swing lows – When the market dips and
bounces, providing an opportunity for a long
trade

Day trading is a commonly used trading strategy in
stock trading just as well in cryptocurrency
Day trading uses numerous intraday strategies such
as:

Swing trading strategies work well with trending
markets, including forex, stocks, and cryptocurrencies.
The best crypto coins for swing trading
include Bitcoin, Ethereum and Tether. This is because
they have the largest market capitalization and are
some of the most actively traded and volatile coins on
the market.

• Scalping: This strategy involves taking advantage

of small price moves that happen on short time
frames.
• Range trading: This strategy uses predetermined support and resistance levels in
prices to determine the trader's buy and sell
decisions.
• News-based trading: This strategy seizes trading
opportunities from the heightened volatility that
occurs around news events.
• High-frequency trading (HTF): These strategies
use sophisticated algorithms to exploit small or
short-term market inefficiencies.

Swing trading can be an excellent strategy, not as
demanding as other crypto investing strategies. In
addition, there are other benefits:
• Longer term strategy
• Lower intensity
• Volatility
(Due to the nature of swing trading cryptos such as
Bitcoin, volatility is key. The cryptocurrency market is
highly volatile, which can be lead to substantial
profits.)

Swing trading and day trading may seem like similar practices, but the major differences between the
two have a common theme: time.

Projection for a period of 4 years with principal of
$5,000, commissioned every twelve months
*These calculations are projections and do not represent in any way a guarantee to obtain the results
shown, based on Chainways Asset Management Past Results

$70,459
$9,688
Year 1

$18,770

$36,366

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4
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